
Create different user roles with different access levels for coordinators, 

administrators, chairpersons and committee members.

1.

2.

Smart Functionality

Submit abstracts, papers, symposiums and allocate themes, topics, 

presentation types and keywords. Authors can submit more than once 

and all submissions show in their profile.

 
Ensure consistency 
in submissions by 
defining formats, 

limiting submission 
numbers, file sizes 

and pages.
 
 

4.

Bulk import reviewer lists and bulk assign submissions to reviewers to 

complete their abstract reviews. Assign specific reviewers to a selection 

of papers, randomly assign or equally distribute submissions between 

reviewers. Reviews can also be blind. 

Create a Program Book, Program Index Report, Chairperson Report, 

Online microsite which publishes all approved submissions – all with the 

click of a button.

3.

eOrganiser Fast Facts

Send automated communication emails using smart and customisable 

templates to individuals or groups through the system.

1.

2.

Innovative Features

Reviewers can report conflicts of interest to the event planner, reassign 

a submission, and can contact the author anonymously.

 
Access eOrganiser 

from any device 
with unique profile 

logins.
 
 
 3.

Smart program management module reports on scheduling conflicts – 

avoiding speakers to be programmed to deliver two presentations in 

different places at the same time.



Create custom sessions such as panel discussions, opening and closing 

ceremonies, gala dinners and poster listings with chairpersons, panellists 

and other roles which automatically save and back up.

Sync registration data, collect payments and eliminate manual cross 

checking.

1.

2.

Program Essentials

Build and publish an interactive program to websites including links to 

abstracts with speaker photos and biographies with integrations with 

eMobilise Mobile Event App and eMeeting virtual events platform.

 
Save time with 

customised reports 
and access to 

participant lists in 
real time.

 
 

4.
Automatically publish updates to all electronic channels including event 

website, mobile events app and virtual event platforms. 

3.

eOrganiser Fast Facts cont.

1.

2.

Inclusivity & Accessibility 

Accessible for vision impaired users: option to enable tool that provides 

high contract and page content to be read out to users.

Make abstract submissions and reviews accessible for anyone, anytime, 

anywhere and on any devise (desktop, laptop, tablet and phone) with no 

need to download an app.

3. Collaborate with program managers in different locations through the 

online system.

 
 Remove barriers to 

access and 
enhance 

collaboration.
 
 



Manage large volumes of content (unlimited capacity) without having to 

download submissions. 

Pull reports and view abstract submission statistics in real-time including 

the number of submissions, number of authors and reviews.

1.

2.

Save Time & Money

Eliminate hours of manual formatting of abstracts with built in 

submission reviews that check word count, formatting and title 

capitalisation.

 
Save up to 60 

hours of manual 
labour for every 

100 abstract 
submissions.

 
 
 

3.

eOrganiser Fast Facts cont.

1.

2.

Sustainability 

Avoid wastage of printed abstracts, chairperson reports, etc with 

eOrganiser’ s online system and program builder. 

Publish program to all electronic channels including event website, 

mobile events app and virtual events platforms eliminating the need for 

printed program books.

Save on paper 
and printing with 

a digital 
program.

3.
eTechSuite is a registered carbon-neutral organisation that supports 

several offset programs.


